31 August 2021

Paris 2024 calls for Para sport representation in
emoji

Organising Committee to file an official proposal today to the Unicode Consortium with the
support of the International Paralympic Committee (IPC), French National Paralympic
Committee (CNPSF) and numerous French and international Olympians and Paralympians
____

The Paris 2024 Organising Committee, which will organise the next summer Olympic and Paralympic
Games, will today submit an official proposal to the Unicode Consortium requesting the addition of four
Para sport emojis to this now-universal language.
The initiative, which is supported by the International Paralympic Committee (IPC), French National
Paralympic Committee (CNPSF) and numerous French and International Olympians and Paralympians,
seeks to increase the representation and inclusion of people with disabilities through sport.
A proposal for the addition of four Para sports – Blind Football, Para Athletics, Para Swimming and
Wheelchair Tennis – will be submitted to the Unicode Consortium today, Tuesday 31st August, the final day
for submissions in 2021. It comes midway through the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games.
The proposal aims to give Para sport athletes the visibility and recognition they deserve, while raising
awareness to drive further change in attitudes towards disability.
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Emojis are now an essential part of everyday communication worldwide. In recent years they have become
increasingly representative of society, integrating different skin tones and hair colours, as well as people
with disabilities. However, there remains a campaign to be fought for the representation of diversity in
sport.
Tony Estanguet, President of the Paris 2024 Organising Committee, said: “Paris 2024 is convinced that sport
can be a powerful driver of social inclusion, self-acceptance and openness to others. It’s crucial that our
incredible champions with disabilities are represented in this universal language.”
The emoji project reflects Paris 2024’s commitment to bring the same level of ambition to the Olympic and
Paralympic Games, with the same spectacular venues and, for the first time, a common emblem across both
Games.
Paris 2024 is calling on people around the world to get behind the initiative by showing their support on
social media with the hashtag #ParaEmojis2024.
Athletes officially backing the Organising Committee’s campaign include French Paralympians MarieAmélie Le Fur (Para Athletics), Michael Jérémiasz (Wheelchair Tennis), Théo Curin (Para Swimming) and
Yvan Wouandji (Blind Football), Dutch Paralympian Marlou Van Rhijn (Para Athletics), Colombian
Paralympian Angelica Bernal (Wheelchair Tennis), Ugandan Paralympian Husnah Kukundakwe (Para
Swimming) and Argentinian Paralympian Sylvio Velo (Blind Football), as well as French Olympians Alain
Bernard (Para Swimming), Gwladys Epangue (Para Taekwondo) and Gévrise Emane (Para Judo).
Marie-Amélie Le Fur, President of the French National Paralympic Committee (CNPSF) and a Tokyo 2020
silver medallist in Long Jump (T64), said: “I congratulate Paris 2024 on this fantastic initiative. Emojis really
are a reflection of society and have become a wholly universal language, used by millions of people worldwide.
Hopefully, Para sports will soon have their own digital identity, which is so much more important that we might
think.”
Michael Jérémiasz said: “Disability and physical activity are not incompatible. We athletes with disabilities
want to do sport like everyone else. Including Para sport emojis will bring rightful recognition to all the men
and women who practice sport daily. It’s a great chance to help make differences seem normal. I hope as many
people as possible will get behind this campaign.”
Angelica Bernal said: “I would love to have Paralympic emojis! People use emojis to communicate nowadays
and I think this initiative Paris 2024 is leading is very important for raising awareness of Paralympic sports,
especially wheelchair tennis. It would be a big leap forward and super cool!”
***
Emoji facts:
•
•
•

Invented by Japanese in 1998 by DoCoMo Co
More than 3,000 emojis currently exist. New additions are made every year
The Unicode Consortium, a private non-profit organisation, decides which emojis should be
included. The consortium is made up of representatives of large tech companies, engineers,
linguists and members of the general public. It meets four times a year
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About Paris 2024
The Organising Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games Paris 2024 (Paris 2024) has the task of planning for,
organising, financing and delivering the Olympic and Paralympic Games in Paris in 2024 in accordance with the host
city contract signed by the International Olympic Committee (IOC), the French National Olympic and Sports
Committee (CNOSF) and the City of Paris.
The Olympic and Paralympic Games are the leading sports event in the world and have a unique media impact,
bringing together some 10,500 Olympic and 4,350 Paralympic athletes respectively representing 206 and 182
delegations from five continents. The Games are followed by over 13 million spectators and 4 billion viewers around
the world through more than 100,000 hours of TV coverage, and their impact as a global event of great sporting,
economic and cultural importance is unparalleled.
Founded in January 2018, Paris 2024 is headed by Tony Estanguet, a three-time Olympic champion and IOC member.
It is administered by an Executive Board (EB) that brings together all the project’s founding members: CNOSF, the City
of Paris, the state, the Île-de-France Region, CPSF, the Greater Paris Metropolitan Area, the Seine-Saint-Denis
Departmental Council and representatives of the local authorities involved in the Games.

